
THE AARS OUTLINE  
 

BLACK PEOPLE NEED IMMEDIATE ACTION for 

REPARATIONS! FOR DAMAGES, LABOR, CONTRIBUTIONS, 

SUFFERING & SACRIFICING 600 MILLION PEOPLE!! 

 

                                   

 
DEAR GLOBAL BLACK FAMILY                                        

GIVING AN OUTLINE FOR UNITY 

Since Racism, Colonialism, Middle Passage, Slavery & Segregation; 

Severed Blacks from our Homeland, Families & Culture 
 



THE AARS EXECUTIVE SUMMARY: Circulate this Page in Black & White 

Brotha Cliff Pruitt                            brothapruitt@gmail.com                              310-528-1674 

Go https://aaiuendracism.org  to read the First & Last 3 Docs on the Homepage, then Blog 

Presenting a black reparations plan includes, (1) knowing the amazing history of Africa and Black 

people; (2) noting the government and guilty groups caused major problems, and vast damage 

by invading and capturing Africa, stealing her resources, and enslaving Black people. The damage 

stems from racism, invasions, colonialism, slavery, and segregation, and caused acute emotional 

trauma; then (3) all Blacks in the U.S. get emergency reparations payments starting 12-1-22. 

Black people should be proud, appreciated, and respected globally for great achievements, but 

instead they have been abused, enslaved, and oppressed for over 2000 years! That was caused by 

religious propaganda, which was others writing negro phobic language into scripture, which 

prescribed Blacks as slaves to the U.S. Government, and the guilty groups! The Pope apologized 

for having 7 European Nations, and the government to covertly suppress developing Africa, while 

overtly dominating, and subjugating Black people! There were also 17 U.S. Corporations who 

gained unjust enrichment, like hundreds of trillions, from the slave trade, transport, and policies!   

AARS is for Blacks at home and abroad, with PROGRAMS to learn about and reconnect with 

their motherland, culture, family, and customs; regain control of Africa; and build safe cities in 

America, Africa, and globally. Blacks are victims of the world’s worst and longest intrusions ever, 

from plotted assaults, bondage, and crimes against humanity. They caused spiteful divisions, 

then a spiritual decline; so, Blacks need AARS to repair, reunite, and transform mentally, back 

to their spiritual mind set, prior to slavery, then seek racial healing with all others. Please read the 

AARS summary & plan. This doc & the next 2 are the summary, the plan (I-IV) is on section 9. 

AARS is a complete plan, with SEEG programs to generate wealth from seed funds (SF). A plan 

with both elements makes it the best reparations plan by far, so everyone should endorse AARS. 

The government and the guilty groups get great relief via loaning $5B in SF, instead of paying 

$20T, or $50T, they each owe! Blacks get great relief via emergency cash, building safe cities, 

and repairing vast damage! {Generating their own wealth will restore Black pride and unity, 

getting inner peace, abolish begging, and is the key to liberation. There is nothing anyone can 

say or do that is better for Blacks than generating wealth}. 10 strong reasons to endorse AARS. 

If a basic 1-yr. long term program offers a pre-short-term program, to raise SF value, prior to 

entering the basic 1-yr. program, clients move fast. Fortunately, (1) 25B, (5) $20B & (10) $5B 

programs are available now, with both terms; so, we need (16) clients ASAP. First, clients send 

SFs $5B, or $20B, evenly to the operating U.S. Black Banks. That will give us a money trail, and 

the banks real banking power. They also let rich Blacks engage from $100M-$5B. Second, one 

person becomes a client by completing a long 20–30-page form, for compliance. Note: nobody 

around foul activity can engage. Third, clients get contracts for diligence. {The SEEG programs 

require clients to block their contract amount in their accounts for program duration, timing, and 

operations. Thus, clients cannot lose their SF with SEEG programs}. System banks and their 

banking officers manage the programs, so they are safe & produce exponential returns. Incentives 

to move fast: (1) programs open and close quick! (2) victims need emergency relief ASAP! (3) 

clients get 100% weekly payouts at $100M and above! and (4) SF unblocked after programs profit! 

mailto:brothapruitt@gmail.com
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AARS EXECUTIVE ORDER: $50B from U.S. Government & $5B from Guilty 

Groups for Emergency Funding for 12-1-22, and Securing Reparations Resources 

 

The U.S. Government, the Pope and the Church, 7 European nations, (Britain, Denmark, France, 

Italy, the Netherlands, Portugal, and Spain), the Willie Lynch Letter and the Jews, and the 17 

corporations listed below, are all guilty of land theft, ruining family and culture, and mass murders; 

in Africa, throughout the Diaspora, then in America. So, Blacks need a reparations plan now to get 

emergency relief, land, and programs to repair, rebuild, and recover all tragic losses and damages!  
  

The African-American Reparations/Sovereignty (AARS) Plan services all these areas, and much 

more, so we are calling on President Joe Biden to issue an Executive Order for AARS for June- 

teenth of 22. As an apology, and gift to all Blacks for Juneteenth; from America and guilty groups!   
  
The Executive Order should be $50B from the U.S. Government, and $5B from each of the 26 

guilty groups, ASAP, evenly to the operating U.S. Black Banks. The Executive Order notifies 

the 27 groups to engage with AARS, since they get great debt relief, so Blacks can get emergency 

reparations relief, their own land, and police accountability. When America accepts AARS, they 

agree to emergency relief; 40 mi2 land grants to build safe cities; and ensuring safety for all Blacks! 

 

 

CORPORATE RESTITUTION FOR SLAVERY 

(Plaintiff and Defendant Information) 

 
This compilation comprises materials on landmark class action lawsuits brought on behalf of 3.5 million 

descendants of enslaved Africans for slavery reparations. Plaintiffs in six different states (New York, New 

Jersey, Illinois, California, Louisiana, and Texas), filed the actions against a total of seventeen (17) 

defendant corporations who are known to have profited, for hundreds of years from slavery, and the 

transatlantic slave trade.  The cases have been consolidated in the U.S. District Court, Northern District of 

Illinois, Eastern Division before Judge Charles R. Norgle. 

 

INSURANCE 

Aetna, Lloyds of London, and New York Life 

FINANCE 

Fleet Boston, AFSA Data Corp., Brown Brothers Harriman 

JP Morgan Chase, and Lehman Brothers 

TOBACCO 

RJ Reynolds, Brown & Williamson, Ligget Group Inc. 

Loews Corp. 

RAILROAD 

Canadian National, CSX, Norfolk Southern 

Union Pacific 

TEXTILE 

WestPoint Steven 



The Pope Apologizes: to Africa and all Black People for their Role in Slavery 

Apologies should Ordain $50B, $20B & $5B Cash for Seed Fund Settlements 
 

We sincerely thank the Pope for having the courage to admit that the Church should apologize 

to Africans/Black people all over the world for their role in Slavery. Hopefully other perpetrators 

will have leaders with the same guts, to admit their transgressions, because they are liable. AARS 

offers top processes, programs, and services to provide refined relief for perpetrators and victims. 

  

We also thank the World Council of Churches (WCC) for telling Europeans, Americans, Arabs, 

Jews, and all culprits to pay Reparations to African nations, parts of the Diaspora where Blacks 

were abused, enslaved, and exploited, and Black people globally, for their role in the Slave Trade. 

We honor Mr. Peoples, a late Compton Community Activist who brought attention to the Black 

American Slavery Holocaust by driving his model of a slave ship around LA County for nearly 40 

years! He filed a lawsuit against the Church for their role in the Slave Trade, that was, but should 

not have been dismissed, without the proper judicial process, in a sworn court of jurisprudence!! 

 
 

The Pope Asks Africans to Forgive Christians 

Involved in the Trans-Atlantic Slave Trade 

 

  
 

Pope John Paul II recently journeyed along the same route that hundreds of thousands of Africans 

passed through on a voyage to the New World as slaves, and the Pontiff begged forgiveness for 

Christians involved in the Slave Trade.” How can one forget the enormous suffering inflicted, 

ignoring the most elementary rights of man, on the people deported from the African continent?” 

he asked.” From this African Sanctuary of Black Pain, we begged the Pardon from Above.” The 

Pope made the comments during a visit to Goree Island, which is a 20-minute boat ride from a 

French naval base in the capital of Dakar in West African Senegal. 

 

Calling the Passage, a “Door of No Return,” the Pontiff toured cells of the “House of Slaves” 

where at least 600,000 Africans passed through, during an extended period ending in the early 19th 

century. He likened the house where people were held in chains, awaiting slave ships, to this 

century’s concentration camps, the “Maison des Enclaves,” which has been restored as a museum 

to document the horrors. In a meeting with Muslim leaders, he appealed for an end to modern-day 

slavery, citing organized prostitution, and stressed the need for cooperation and equality for 

Christian minorities, who he said are discriminated against in many Muslim countries.  The Pope’s 

week-long pilgrimage was aimed at strengthening the role of the Catholic Church in the heavily 

populated Muslim countries of Senegal, Gambia, and Guinea. 



Emergency: Individual and Family Monetary Payments for all Blacks Globally 

 

The SEEG has three groups generating wealth for emergency individual and family relief 

payments (PM). Many Blacks have problems with or lost bank accounts. AARS provides them a 

new bank account as a reparations award, with fiscal services for 1 year, to form good spending 

and saving habits. All 50M U.S. Blacks need a red, black, and green, Reparations ID; from RID/1-

RID/50M; by last name A-Z; state; DOB; age; SSN; income; photo, fingerprints & birth certificate; 

for accurate PM. All Blacks will be appointed one of the twenty-one operating U.S. Black Banks 

by last name for PM. All Blacks get a bank card from their appointed Black Bank via their RID. 

All reparations PM go to their bank cards. Black settlement for PM is birth by 12-1-21. 
 

We will take these funds and give every Black person in America 100k on 12-1-22, as an initial 

payment. We will give all U.S. Blacks 20 straight 100k payments every 30-60 days, pending how 

long it takes for all Blacks to receive payments. Then we resume payments until we reach the $2M 

goal for all Blacks in America. This path encourages Blacks to use reparations most effectively, 

and not to squander them selfishly, or with others. And it also gives Blacks time to utilize programs 

to seek top mental and physical health, by engaging in preparation to receive reparations programs; 

and learning to produce and sell all products, for daily use in America, and in great demand abroad.  
 

AARS delegates the same ID process for all Black Families in Africa, the Diaspora, and Globally, 

to provide $2M per family, since the cost of living is much lower, and the number of Blacks are 

much higher. Blacks must be 18 to get these payments. We put these funds for Blacks who are not 

18 in personal trust funds at their appointed Black Bank. Blacks do not pay taxes on any reparations 

payments. It should also be stipulated that no government, company, or group should harass Blacks 

for debt, because AARS requires all Blacks to be released from all debt, as a reparations award.  
 

Blacks should take the next 20-month period to fortify a racial hierarchy, their AARS Congress, 

and studying all pertinent parts of AARS to produce healing, repairing, recovering, and 

transforming programs. We are blessed and fortunate to have found a funding source. We should 

move fast to Apply Stern Pressure via Planning for National Action. {National action includes 

planning for the 2nd National Black Political Convention, then the 2nd Million Man March, to 

propel the 2nd Civil Rights Movement, to demand AARS-ASAP}! At least by and for Kwanzaa!! 

 

Blacks should claim their Injured Indigenous Status, their AARS Plan, and a model for residence, 

with their Plebiscite Vote (PV), during Black History Month of 2023. We will keep you informed. 

The PV indicates Blacks are indigenous to this land, as distinct relatives of the ancient Black 

African Olmecs, who were here first, building and raising civilizations, not American Indians, or 

Early Mexicans. The PV guarantees Blacks land, and other reparative measures.  AARS provides 

emergency relief for all Blacks, and initiates dialogue to improve integration, expand repatriation, 

create sovereignty, and improve police and race relations. That signals a spiritual awakening, and 

a brand-new beginning for Blacks globally. That is exactly what Blacks need for reparations. 


